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Providing all kinds of data analysis services, waste minimization
services, environment impact assessments services and data entry
services.

About Us
DAIA is an innovative consultancy group started with a vision to provide services that creates highlevels of measurable business value to customers. The process excellence program at DAIA is driven
by LEAN methodology for reducing waste in business operations with stress on continuous
incremental improvements in each stage of a business process. We provide services in the fields of
Data analysis, Waste minimization, Environment impact assessments and Data entry. We have a
number of expert data analysts, including Ph.D. statisticians, mathematicians, environment science
experts, ISO auditors and various other highly qualified professionals. With our well established
quality processes and stringent standards adhered to all our projects, we ensure that our customers
are always at an advantage in terms of reduced risk, increase in efficiency, and optimum resource
utilization. The project selection takes into account amount of effort, risk and possibility of success in
a reasonable timeframe and direct impact of results on profits, customer satisfaction and business
growth DAIA believe that at the beginning, during and after any piece of analysis, there should be
interaction between all involved parties to ensure that results are fully understood and can be easily
integrated into the business. Most of the projects relate to reducing defects (failure to deliver what the
customer wants) or reducing Product or Service Non Compliance or Non conformities (as per
specifications or...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/data-analytics-india-associates/aboutus.html

Products & Services

SERVICES

Environment Impact
Assessments

Data Analysis

Data Entry

Waste minimization

Factsheet
Nature of Business

:Service Provider

Total Number of Employees

:Upto 10 People

CONTACT US
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